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“TO MAKE LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
MY CALLING”: 1822–1852

Autobiographical Fragment B

My father’s father and two of my father’s great uncles I remember in part
by direct memory, for they lived, one at least, till I was nearly ten. But as a
baby I was danced on the knee of each of them, and how much of what is
in my mind about them I have by memory and how much by personal
tradition I cannot be sure.

They had been seafaring men and in the revolutionary war martial men,
both ashore and afloat, and their brother captured on a privateer died in the
prison ship in the Wallabout. My grandfather himself regarded one of his
living brothers as a hero and told me something of an action in which the
British sloop of War Ostrich of 16 guns, Captain Peter Rainier had been
compelled to lower her colors to a French letter of Marque of which my
uncle (Captain Gid. he was called) though but a guest on board and serving
in the action as a volunteer, was at the moment in command, the French
master and every commissioned officer having been killed or sent below
disablingly wounded.

Of his own adventures I do not seem to have ever been able to get any
account from my grandfather and the impression he left with me was that
though he had been to the most distant parts of the world his life had been
quiet and devoid of interest.

Once I had heard an account read from a book of the winter’s march
through the wilds of Maine of the expedition sent to capture Quebec and I
was told that my grandfather had been in it. I wanted to hear more
particulars of the matter from him and plied him with questions more than
I often dared. I remember only that when I asked if, when they were in a
starving condition, he cut the leather off the tops of his boots and fried it,



he laughed heartily and called my grandmother to tell her of it.
There was a single exception to his inability, for I do not think it was

indisposition, to tell of what he had done and seen. One day I was lying
with my head between the roots of a lofty elm, looking up at its swaying
boughs and leafage, when he came out of the house and hobbled toward
me. It must have been a Sunday or holiday, for he was dressed in his best.
His best, although he was in straitened circumstances, was finer than
anything we see now. Ruffles on his bosom and wrists; small clothes,
stockings and silver buckled shoes; a long silver headed Malacca cane as a
walking stick in his hands (I have it now), his gray hair in a queue with a
bow of broad black ribband at the end. There was an old cocked hat in the
garret with a quadrant, charts, bunting, and small matters of cabin
furniture, but I never saw it in his hand. He wore a hat of the then common
fashion of real beaver fur.

I rose as he approached and he asked, looking up, did I not think it a fine
tree? Then he told me that he himself had planted this tree when a boy.
Others near by he had helped to plant, but this one was all his own, and he
described to me how he had dug it in the swamp and had brought it on his
shoulder and been allowed to plant it all by himself. It came to me after a
time as he went on talking about it that there had been nothing in all his
long life of which he was so frankly proud and in which he took such
complete pleasure as the planting and the beautiful growth of this tree.

Shortly after this I heard a tree spoken of as a Honey-locust, and I got a
pod from it and tried to eat the bitter meat I found in it, in order that I
might better realize what hard fare that was that poor John the Baptist had
to live upon in the wilderness. The seeds, which I could eat no more than
the pods, I planted in my garden and a year afterwards I imagined that a
sprig of leaves that I found among the weeds then growing had sprung
from this seed and I set a stake by it and watched it and it really turned out
to be a little honey locust tree and I was proud to show it and call it mine.
When I was twelve years old I dug it up and replanted it in another place, a



very suitable place in respect of soil and it flourished. Forty years
afterwards I went to look at it and thought it the finest honey locust I ever
saw. Lately I went again and it had been felled. After a moment’s thought I
was glad of it, for its individual beauty was out of key with the
surrounding circumstances and its time had fully come.

I can see that my pleasure began to be affected by conditions of scenery at
an early age; long before it could have been suspected by others from any
thing that I said and before I began to mentally connect the cause and
effect of enjoyment in it. It occurred too, while I was but a half grown lad
that my parents thought well to let me wander as few parents are willing
their children should.

Within thirty miles of where they lived there were a score of houses of
their kindred and friends at which I was always welcome. They were
mostly farm houses and had near them interesting rivers, brooks,
meadows, rocks, woods or mountains. Those less rural had pleasant old
gardens. Of the people, two only shall be referred to particularly. One a
poor scholar who, after a deep affliction, lived in seclusion with no
occupation but that of reading good old books to which he had formed an
attachment in happier days. One of his favorite authors was Virgil, and he
took pleasure in reading and translating him to me. He was quaintly mild,
courteous, and ceremonious, of musing and contemplative habits, and in
this and other respects so different from most men whom I knew that as he
commanded my respect and affectionate regard, I recognize him to have
had a notable influence in my education.

The other had inherited a moderate competence and been brought up to
no regular calling. He lived in an unusually fine old village house with an
old garden, was given to natural science, had a cabinet, a few works of art
and a notable small library. He was shy and absorbed and I took little from
him directly, but he was kind and not so careful of his treasures that I



could not cautiously use them as playthings and picture books. He
introduced me to Isaac Walton. He had no man servant—indeed no
servants, his handmaids being of the order then called help, and he was on
precisely the terms with them as it now seems to me that he might have
been with helpful sisters, though they did not sit at table with him.

A man came from without the household for the heavier work of the
place, giving but a small part of his time to it, and there was a boy to do
the light chores who received no wages but worked for his board, books
and schooling. One of the boys who thus became my play fellow
afterwards made his way through college, studied law, and came to be a
member of Congress and Governor of a state. For the rest my kinsmen and
friends were plain, busy, thrifty people, mostly farmers and good citizens.

If in my rambling habits I did not come home at night it was supposed
that I had strayed to some of these other homes where I would be well
taken care of, and little concern was felt at my absence; but it several times
occurred before I was twelve years old that I had been lost in the woods
and finding my way out after sunset had passed the night with strangers
and had been encouraged by my father rather than checked in the
adventurousness that led me to do so.

It was my fortune also at this period to be taken on numerous journeys
in company with people neither literary, scientific nor artistic, but more
than ordinarily susceptible to beauty of scenery and who with little talking
about it, and none for my instruction, plainly shaped their courses and their
customs with reference to the enjoyment of it. As a small boy I made four
such journeys, each of a thousand miles or more, two behind my father’s
horses and two mostly by stage coach and canal boat. Besides these, many
shorter ones. When fourteen I was laid up by an extremely virulent sumach
poisoning, making me for some time partially blind, after which, and
possibly as a result, I was troubled for several years with a disorder of the
eyes and the oculists advised that I should be kept from study.

It followed that at the time my schoolmates were entering college I was



nominally the pupil of a topographical engineer but really for the most part
given over to a decently restrained vagabond life, generally pursued under
the guise of an angler, a fowler or a dabbler on the shallowest shores of the
deep sea of the natural sciences.

A hardly conscious exercise of reason in choosing where I should rest
and which way I should be going in these vagrancies, a little musing upon
the question what made for or against my pleasure in them, led me along
to a point at which when by good chance the books fell in my way I was
sufficiently interested to get some understanding of what such men as
Price, Gilpin, Shenstone and Marshall thought upon the subject.

Rural tastes at length led me to make myself a farmer. I had several
years of training on widely separated farms, then bought a small farm for
myself which I afterwards sold in order to buy a larger and upon this I
lived ten years. I was a good farmer and a good neighbor, served on the
school committee, improved the highways, was secretary of a local
farmer’s club and of the County Agricultural Society, took prizes for the
best crops of wheat and turnips and the best assortment of fruits; imported
an English machine and in partnership with a friend established the first
cylindrical drainage tile works in America.

But during this period also I managed to make several long and
numerous short journeys, generally paying my expenses by writing on
rural topics for newspapers. As it would have been an extravagance
otherwise, however, I first crossed the Atlantic in the steerage of a sailing
vessel and nearly always travelled frugally. In all these tours I took more
interest than most travellers do in the arrangement and aspects of
homesteads and generally in what may be called the sceneric character of
what came before me.

The word sceneric flows from my pen unbidden and I venture to let it
stand. Some writers of late are using scenic for the purpose it serves, but
this is confusing, scenic having been so long used with regard exclusively
to affairs of the drama.



All this time interest in certain modest practical applications of what I
was learning of the principles of landscape architecture was growing with
me. Applications I mean, for example, to the choice of a neighborhood, of
the position and aspect of a homestead, the placing, grouping and
relationships with the dwelling of barns, stables and minor outbuildings,
the planning of a laundry yard and of conveniences for bringing in kitchen
supplies and carrying away kitchen wastes, for I had found that even in
frontier log cabins a good deal was lost or gained of pleasure according to
the ingenuity and judgement used in such matters. Applications also to the
seemly position of a kitchen garden, of a working garden, for flowers to be
cut for the indoor enjoyment of them, to fixed outer flower and foliage
decorations, to the determination of lines of out-look and of in-look and
the removal or planting accordingly of trees, screens, bridges, windbreaks
and so on, with some consideration for unity of foreground, middle ground
and back ground, some consideration for sceneric effect from without as
well as from within the field of actual operations. I planted several
thousand trees on my own land and thinned out and trimmed with my own
hand with reference to future pleasing effects a small body of old
woodland and another well-grown copse wood.

Never the slightest thought till I was more than thirty years old had
entered my mind of practicing landscape gardening except as any fairly
well-to-do, working farmer may, and in flower gardening or of any kind of
decorative or simply ornamental gardening—any gardening other than
such as I have indicated—I was far from being an adept.

But I gradually came to be known among my neighbors and friends as a
man of some special knowledge, inventiveness and judgement in such
affairs as I have mentioned and to be called on for advice about them. At
length, growing out of such little repute, I was unexpectedly invited to take
a modest public duty and from this by promotions and successive
unpremeditated steps was later led to make Landscape Architecture my
calling in life.



OFF HONG KONG: SEPTEMBER 1843

To John Olmsted & Mary Ann Bull

At anchor off Hong Kong,
September 5th, 1843

Dear Parents,
We arrived at this port day before yesterday, one hundred and thirty-two

days from New York.
I wrote you at “Anjer” on the 9th of August, which place we left on the

following evening having procured a supply of yams, sweet potatoes,
plantains, bananas, cocoa-nuts, tamarinds, fowls, ducks & paddy (rice in
the “hull”) to feed them on, pumpkins and fresh water. Of these, the yams
& water alone were intended for the benefit or use of the “people.” To be
sure, we would occasionally get a plantain or banana smuggled out of the
maintop by a boy setting to’gallant studd’n sails in the night, and we were
welcome to the cocoa-nuts’ shells—rinds, I should say—after the Captain
had drunk their contents. East Indians never think of eating them except
with a spoon when in a pulpy state, as it were.

We bought “amongst us” two large green turtles—but when the first
was killed, the best part of it was taken for the Captain’s table & supplied
it for some days, while we had but one meal. The other was launched
overboard. They called it sick, but the way it struck out for Cochin China
was a caution to doctors.

We had a most remarkable passage through the “straits.” We had
anticipated a very hard & dangerous time. There is a beautiful clipper built
English vessel now lying by us which was over three weeks getting
through; anchoring every night. I think we were but three days, and did not
anchor once. The second night we were becalmed and all hands kept up
some time expecting to anchor. The magazine was opened, guns loaded



with grape, &c, for you know this sea (“Java Sea”) is infested with Malay
pirates, who very often attack vessels. But just as we were about to drop
the kedge, a light breeze sprang up. It soon became strong & so favorable
that we could lay our course. Sunday (twelfth, I think) P.M. land was made
right ahead, and at dark we were almost enclosed by it. Before midnight
we passed “Jasper” Island at the head of the (“Jaspar” or “Gaspar”) Straits
& were in the China Sea.

The next morning I made three sail from the royal masthead. Before
night we were near enough to see that they were “Malay Proas.” Our
course was altered a little & next morning they were out of sight. We were
now standing before the regular “monsoons”—which gave us plenty of
work. Thus at daylight we are “right before it” carrying lower, topmast,
topgallant & royal stud’n sails on both sides.

The wind shifts a little over our starboard quarter. “Brace the yards!”
“Let go to stab’d.” “Man the lee braces.” “Fore brace!” “Hold on to
starb’d!” “Well!” “Make Fast.” “Topsail brace”—“well!”

“To’g’l’t brace”—“well!”
“Royal brace a small pull—belay!” “Haul taut to stab’d!” “So!” “All

Well.”
“Main brace!” And so with all the main braces. (He takes another look.)
“Braces a little more!” “In lower stud’n sail!” (larboard).
It hauls still more. Braces again. We haul the stud’n s’l tacks as taut as

possible, but they shake.
“In fore topmast stud’n s’l.” “Clap on the downhaul.” “Take in to’g’l’t

stud’n sail, Sir!” “In to’g’l’t s’ls.” “Up into the top, you boys. Haul in fore
& main t’g’l’t & royal stud’n sails. Make them up in the top.”

By the time all this is done, the wind is coming back again. The first
thing is to set the lee foretopmast stud’n sail. (The hardest sail in the ship
to set.) Then royal & to’gallant stud’n s’ls or these first, lower stud’n sails.
The wind continues hauling and the same operation goes on: bracing to
starboard, slacking larboard stud’n sail tacks—tauting the starboard &



soon taking them in one after another & perhaps setting spanker, gaff
topsail, jib & flying jib. These two operations perhaps occupy us for an
hour or two.

A dark cloud is seen rising on our larboard bow. Those that have a
chance perhaps put on an oil jacket. The cloud rises small, or rather
narrow, but long. Likely, we see a distant water spout (we did notice
several). The wind is perhaps subsiding. All hands on deck busy washing
down, feeding the fowls, &c. & paying no attention to the weather, till:
“Stand by fore-royal halyards!” Then we all knock off work & soon one is
standing by the main royal & to’gallant & fore royal & to’gallant halyards.

The squall strikes us. Everyone is wet through & those not “standing
by” crowd under the lee of the rail. The old man comes on deck having
noticed the barometer. “Clup fry’l” (“Clew up the fore royal.”) “Haul
down flying jib.” “Clew up main-royal.” “Lay aloft you b’ys & furl ’em.”

One boy goes to each royal (in the first place, I should have got in all
the studding sails & braced her sharp up—for the wind comes out ahead in
the squalls & we are not “Full & bye.”) By the time the boys are at work
aloft: “Look out for yourselves on the to’g’l’t yard!” They are hauled from
below & the fore & main to’gallant sails are doused, but hardly ever
furled.

In ten or fifteen minutes (from commencement) the squall breaks.
“Hoist the main-to’g’l’t sail!” then the fore. The royals are loosed, sheeted
home & hoisted up, flying jib set & gaff topsail. Then we have a bracing
spell—or rather a squaring—for as the squall passes, the wind is coming
on her quarter again; & one after another, the studdingsails are set.

Oh! This is the weather to kill sailors. Any one of us had rather see a
gale & reef topsails, than a light fair wind & the everlasting studding sails.
We were often kept at work with scarce a minute’s rest the whole night
watch. But about two weeks before our arrival to our great astonishment
we were becalmed & when we did get a wind it was ahead. And so it
continued all day & night. The Captain was expecting it to change every



hour, but to our delight we were still braced sharp up. No studding sails for
forty-eight hours afforded us great relief. But such a thing in the “regular
monsoons” had never been heard of before. It was at least a month too
early. What could it mean? Deuce a bit did we care. So it did not mean to
come back again.

We now had fine times—working at jobs in the daytime & in the night.
“Come on deck to sleep & go below to rest.” That is, when it was not
squally, as it still often was. But often, if not generally, the watch below
slept on deck. At eight bells, perhaps, throwing the blanket off & putting
on a pea jacket. Then, if it was not one’s lookout or wheel, coiling away on
the studd’n sail again.

By day all hands were employed fitting the ship for port & for show. A
flying skysail was made & royal stud’n sail soon after we left the straits, &
the skin is yet to grow where I barked my shins on the to’gallant & royal
shrouds & backstays, becketting & unbecketting that bothering little
pocket-handkerchief flying kite. Now three or four hands were sewing on
the poop & boat awnings. The guns and gun-carriages were scraped &
painted & much of the iron work was scraped & oiled. The carpenter was
employed on the gig which with the surf boat & pinnace were painted in
the best manner. The best seamen were pointing & grafting gun gear,
making fancy boat gripes &c, &c.

For my part, I had a job which I liked very well: it was making an
enlarged (800%) chart of the entrance to Canton River, including Macao &
Hong Kong. (By the way, that should be “Hong Kong,” not “Hong
Kong.”) The Captain was much pleased with it, & I presume on that
account, partly, has made me his clerk here.

On the 30th of August we made land (about noon) and next morning
were in sight of the island or the islands of which Hong Kong is one. It
was not till noon of the 2nd instant that we got up opposite the town—
which will show you what kind of winds we have been among lately.
(Twenty-seven miles.)



Hong Kong, September 7th, 1843
I was three days in the cabin copying invoices, writing (advertising)

circulars, &c., during which time I eat at the second table with second
mate, carpenter & sailmaker. I wrote the above in knock-off time and such
“spells” as I could manage to get while there. I have had no time to go on
with it.

Whampoa, Sept. 25th, 1843
P.S. I open to say that it is uncertain how soon the Talbot (not the

Panama) is to sail: but as she has taken on board a chop boatload of
sweetmeats, we judge it will be soon.



A TOUR OF WHAMPOA: NOVEMBER 1843

To Maria Olmsted

Bark Ronaldson at anchor, Whampoa,
Thanksgiving day, 1843

Dear Aunt Maria, dear coz. & my dearest sisters,
It’s just about the right time of day, & I am imagining you just about

well to work on the turkeys & cranberry. Though, in matter of fact, you are
more likely preparing for Dr. Hawes’ great yearly discourse. Miss Fan, the
Dido, British man of war, has just struck four bells—afternoon watch. Can
you calculate what time it is where you are? I wonder if you girls are at a
side table this year. I suppose Mother has the “boiled & oyster,” as usual,
while Father performs on the roast & criticizes the dressing. So? as the
Frenchman says.

As for me, being yet on the sick list, I luxuriate on broth; while the few
well men yet on deck have an hour or two ago helped themselves out of
two iron bound wooden tubs to rather dry, tough, but fresh buffalo and
“taro” (which is a kind of yam—which is a tropical substitute for our
excellent potato) eating it without salt, from their tin pans, cutting it with
their sheath knives or jack knives (which they are now using with the tar
bucket or slush pot in the rigging) & using the forks that nature provided—
hardly as white (clean!) as your silver ones. Take care, Bertha. That’s a big
drum stick, but I guess you’ll manage it with one hand.

I hope you won’t think I’ve neglected answering your letters—the
pleasure of receiving which, you can scarcely imagine—any longer than I
could help.

I was obliged to give up my attempt to write you, as above, as I found I
was not well enough. It is now about a week later and I am considerably
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